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Something Cloudy, Something Clear A deeply felt, unstintingly honest study of love and loss, drawn from the playwright's own personal history. ...Williams' plays are carved in the cavern of his soul. Something Cloudy, Something Clear's own personal history. ...Williams' plays are carved in the cavern of his soul. Something Cloudy, Something Clear's own personal history. ...Williams' plays are carved in the cavern of his soul. Something Cloudy, Something Clear's own personal history. ...Williams' plays are carved in the cavern of his soul.

Something Cloudy, Something Clear is, as Tennessee Williams stated, one of the most personal plays I've ever written. Set in Provincetown Something Cloudy, Something Clear (Modern Plays) Tennessee. Dec 8, 2005. Something Cloudy, Something Clear is the play of an old playwright. He is nearing the end of his life. He is looking back. He is self-reflective. Something Cloudy, Something Clear - Outer London Tickets

Tennessee Williams worked on Something Cloudy, Something Clear, his last play, was intermittently for decades before it was finally produced in 1981, two